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MEMBRANES DISTRIBUTION USING GENETIC ALGORITHMS
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Abstract: Membrane computing is an area of natural computing, which solves NP-complete problems simulating
permeability of live cells membranes.

Different researchers have developed architectures to distribute

membranes in clusters. They have studied, at theoretical level, the system behavior and the minimum time it
would take to executing. In this paper proposes the use of genetic algorithms to distribute membranes in
processors, thanks to their evolving capacities, they achieve distributions better than random distribution.
Theoretical results are compared with a set of examples, noting improvement that genetic algorithms produce on
these systems and how architectures are beneficial from execution viewpoint.
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Introduction
Membrane computing, inspired in “basic features of biological membranes”, was introduced by Gheorge Paun
[Paun, 2000] to solve NP-Complete problems in polynomial time. As original model -Transition P System- as
remaining models emerging from its; they are an abstract representation of hierarchical structure and nondeterministic behavior of biological membranes. A membrane is a region compounds by other membranes and
chemicals (objects) that uses chemical reactions (evolution rules) generated another chemicals. Each membrane
has a permeability capacity that enables chemicals (objects) to move between membranes (communication).
Chemicals reactions produced in membranes can dissolve it. This process implies that contained object and
membranes to become part of parent membrane.

In base to this behaviour, P-System are systems that can be executed in vitro or simulated, using hardware
implementations ([Petreska, 2004], [Fernandez, 2005] or [Martinez, 2007]), using software simulations ([Suzuki,
2000] or [Arroyo, 2003]) or even two researcher using a real cluster of processors ([Ciobanu, 2004] and
[Syropoulos, 2004]). Currently, researchers focused on simulations by distributed software, to alleviate the
sequential nature of processors, to obtain lower running time. Must be distinguish two main steps in this system
evolution: applying rules (with proper selection of it), and object communication between membranes. To apply
rules, [Frutos, 2009] proposed to create decision trees to determine possible rules to apply according to
membrane context, and [Gil, 2009] proposed algorithms to distribute objects among rules and its application.
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Objects communication between membranes depends on used distributed architecture. Since Ciobanu detected
that network congestion produce higher response time, future studies have focused on searching architectures to
eliminate network collision.
For each architecture, its author presents a study about time it would takes in evolving a P System, using the
membranes number and communication and application time of the cluster used, like input parameters.
Nevertheless, is not considering P System topology, like one of these parameters and so it is not given a formula
to membranes distribution into different cluster processor. Due to internal properties of existing architectures and
diversities of tree topologies possible on the system –even with the same membranes number- it is not exists
some algorithm able to indicate what is the better distribution of P-System on elements in the processor network
that will be used for its evolution.

Genetic algorithms, based on a idea that genes of better adapted individuals tends to survivor, are a good option
to seek better membranes distributions on processors of clusters, since in the algorithm execution will be finding
better distributions will reduce the time evolution of the system. This paper pretends to show how genetic
algorithms improve results of evolution global time, with better membranes distributions on processors. It also
pretends to study the improvement percentage of this technique and possible differences between theoretical
times of each architecture with real times obtaining after a realistic distribution, like are showed by some genetic
algorithms. By last, it will compared different architectures to see if the differences found in the theory are also
maintained when make practical distributions.

P System definition
The first definition of a P System was published by Paun [Paun, 2000], who defined a Transition P System as:
Definition: A Transition P System is Π = (V, µ, ω1,…, ωn; (R1, ρ1),…, (Rn; ρn); i0), where:
V is an alphabet (composed of objects).
µ is the membrane structure with n membranes.
ωi are the multiset of symbols for the membrane i.
Ri are the evolution rules for the membrane i. A rule is a sorted pair (u,v) where u is a string over V, and
v = v' or v = v'δ and v' is a string over VTAR= V x TAR with TAR = {here, out} U {inj | 1≤j≤n}. δ is a special
symbol no include in V, and represent the dissolution of the membrane.
ρ1 are the priority of rules for the membrane i.
i0 indicates a membrane, which is the system output membrane or skin membrane.
Dynamics of P-System is made through configurations. The following phases are performed on each
configuration of a membrane in parallel and no deterministic way:
1. To determine the set of useful rules: On this micro-step all evolution rules of the membrane are
evaluated in order to determine which are useful. A rule is useful when all membranes in its consequent
exist in the P-System that is indicated in its consequent.
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2. To identify the set of applicable rules: It will be necessary to evaluate all the evolution rules of the
membrane to identify those that meet the following constraint: its predecessor is contained in the
multiset of objects of the region.
3. To build the set of actives rules: Intersection of two previous sets are the input group to this micro-step.
Each one of the rules belonging to the set must be processed, to determine which meets the condition of
active rule. To determine if a rule meets such condition, it is necessary check if there is not another rule
with higher priority that belongs to the useful and applicable rules set.

4. Non deterministic distribution of objects of the region between its active rules and application: In this
micro-step, copies of present objects in the multiset of the region are distributed between active
evolution rules. Copies of objects that are assigned to each rule, match with those of the multiset that
results from scalar product of a number between minimum and maximum bound of applicability of those
rule and its predecessor. This distribution process is made on a non-deterministic way. Moreover, at the
end of it, objects no assigned to any rule forms a multiset and they will be characterized because they
do not contained to any predecessor of rules. The result of the distribution is a multiset of actives rules,
where multiplicity of each rule defines the times that would be applied, and therefore, indirectly through
its predecessors, objects are assigned to the multiset of the region. Objects used are eliminated and
generate new objects that are destined for a membrane.
5. Transferring of multiset of generated objects or communication phase: In this micro-step, the new
objects generated on the previous micro-step whose target membranes was in or out, must be
transferred to its corresponding membranes. Each membrane, will have unused objects in its
application, together with those that result for the applying of rules and that have this membrane as
destiny.
6. Membranes dissolution: This action means that membranes who have applied some rule with dissolution
capacity, they must send containing objects at this time to their nearest antecessor.
7. Composition of new objects multiset: At finish this last micro-step, on each membrane it should generate
a new multiset of objects that will be used in the next step of evolution. In this way, multiset of objects of
delimitated region by a membrane identified as j will be formed by:
a. Objects do not assigned to any rule at the non-deterministic distribution.
b. Objects created in the membrane whose target identifier, is the membrane itself.
c.

Objects created in daughter membranes whose target identifier was out.

d. Objects coming from mother membrane, whose target identifier was inj.
e. Objects coming from dissolution of daughter membranes of membrane j and all objects whose
their destiny was dissolved j daughter membrane.

Different researchers have reduced these theoretical microsteps to only two general steps, in function of number
of involved membranes, without losing the characteristics of original system. In particular, the steps are: rule
selection and application, and communication between membranes. The first step, which occurs on each
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membrane individually and without the need of it knows about the rest of P System is divided into rules selection
and the subsequent application. [Frutos, 2009] proposes the rules selection based on decision tree, and [Gil,
2009] proposed an algorithm for non-deterministic assignation of objects in the selected rules, thus like
application of these rules. On step of communication between membranes, like its name describe, are involved
several membranes, and thus, in clustered deployments is necessary to know the network topology that forms the
P-System, and that form the different processors. Because that, the communication depends on the used
architecture.

P-System Architectures
The first architecture designed specifically to membranes distribution in diverse processors of a network or a
cluster was proposed by Tejedor [Tejedor, 2008]. This architecture eliminates collisions previously found in
experiments when they don't take into account the topology of P System [Ciobanu, 2004]. The architecture
named “partially parallel evolution with partially parallel communication” originally and subsequently known like
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) it distributed several membranes in each one of processors that used.

Fig. 1 P System example with 12 membranes distributed on 4 processors.

Rules selection and application step is made in parallel on each processor. So, all processors, at the same time,
execute sequentially the rules selection and application on each one of its membranes. In the next step
(communication between membranes), each processors, through its proxy communicates with the rest of
adjacent processors according to tree topology used on membranes distribution. The communication order is
determinate by topology, and in each moment only one processor is communicating. This order is observed on
figure 2(a). Tejedor suggest that to know the evolution time of a P-System is necessary make a uniform
distribution of membranes in processors, and this time is:

 2 MT
com
TP 2 P  
Tapl



 MTapl
Tapl  2( 

 2Tcom


  1)Tcom


(1)

Where Tapl is the time that take each membrane in its application step (considering constant for all membranes),
and Tcom is the necessary time for each processor to communicate with other. M is the membranes number.
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Based on the same idea of use the tree topology and the proxy like communicator element, Bravo proposes an
improvement over this architecture using the superposition of communications, so in every moment it can
communicate various processors without collisions. This architecture is known like Hierarchical Peer-to-Peer
(HP2P). This topology was further enhanced [Pena, 2011] to allow membranes can be dissolve and with only one
message can getting lower times. The order communication is showed on figure 2(b), and the needed time for
each evolution is:

THP 2 P 

Tapl M ( A  1)
AL  1

 ( LA  L  2)Tcom

(2)

Where A is amplitude or processor number of children and L is number of processors tree levels, taking root like
L=1. L and A values are determined by Tcom y Tapl to minimize the function.
Third architecture that eliminates the restriction that processors form a tree is known like Master-Slave (MS)
[Bravo, 2007b]. This architecture, where communication also is made by proxies (Figure 2(c)), each evolution
step needs:

 MT 
 MTapl 
com
TMS  
Tapl  ( 
  1)Tcom
 Tcom 
 Tapl 

(3)

Unifying characteristics of the HP2P and MS architectures, it arises an architecture [Bravo, 2008] that uses the
parallelism of HP2P architecture with elimination of restriction to make a distribution on a tree shape showed on
MS architecture. Later, with introduction of membranes dissolution in P-System evolution, it was observed that
behavior of HP2P and HMS is similar (figure 2(d)), but HMS besides not having a distribution in tree form, allows
the overlap of steps. The time needed for each evolution depends if steps overlapping is total or partial:

THMS

MTapl

 ( A  1)T com
AL  L - 2Tcom if
L 1
A

MTapl

 A L 1  ( LA  L  A  1)Tcom otherwise

a) Peer to Peer architecture

b) Hierarchical Peer to Peer architecture

(4)
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d) Hierarchical Master-Slave architecture

c) Master-Slave architecture

Fig. 2. Different distributed P-System architectures including the object communication order

Genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are adaptive methods that can be used to resolve problems of searching and
optimization. They are based on a genetic process of live organisms. Over generations, natural populations
evolve in line with the principles of natural selection and survival of the fittest, proposed by Darwin [Darwin, 1859].
In imitation of this process, genetic algorithms are capable to creating solutions to real world problems. The
evolution of these solutions to optimal values of problem depends on an appropriate codification of it. Basic
principles of genetic algorithms were established by Holland [Holland, 1975], and are good described on text of
Goldberg [Goldberg, 1989] or Davis [Davis, 1991]. The abstract algorithm, shows in a global way how must be
implemented a genetic algorithm (Figure 3) and the parts that compose it.

BEGIN AGA
Make initial population at random.
WHILE NOT stop DO
BEGIN
Select parents from the population.
Produce children from the selected parents.
Mutate the individuals.
Extend the population adding the children to it.
Reduce the extend population.
END
Output the best individual found.
END AGA
Fig. 3. The pseudocode of the Abstract Genetic Algorithm (AGA).
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To use a genetic algorithm on solution of a problem is needed define the characteristics and algorithms that it will
use. For example, representation of individuals can be done in binary, integer or floating-point. To crossover can
be used one-point crossover [Holland, 1975], n-point crossover or uniform crossover [Syswerda, 1991]...

Distribution using genetic algorithm
To use a genetic algorithm for membranes distribution, it must to decide representation to be used. It is a
phenotype. As there are m membranes, are used m numbers, representing the i-th processor that goes into i
membranes. Each of these numbers is an integer positive number.
It must distinguish two types of architectures, P2P and MS (HP2P and HMS are similar respectively, only
changing the fitness function). To P2P distributions will be uses crossover and mutation oriented to tress and for
MS are valid any evolutionary method (it will use one point crossover). On the same way, the initial population will
be created on randomly way, but conserving the tree topology in case of P2P architecture.
It is used a method of proportional selection to objective function, forming a new population with new individuals,
and 20% of more adapted of parents. Mutations always are performed with a 50% of probability that an individual
mutates. Experimentally it has found that mutation increases the searching in the solutions space. It will stop on
population log1.01(m). Population size will be 2m.
With these parameters, has been proved suitability of genetic algorithms on set of 1000 P Systems of 100
membranes each one, and on 122 documented cases of 1000 membranes. Obtained results are showed on
figures 4 and 5.

Fig. 4. Evolution times with 100 membranes
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Fig. 5. Evolution times with 1000 membranes

On each graph is showed, to each P System (X axis), the needed time for its evolution (Y axis). Different lines
showed: the best theoretical values for each architecture (BestP2P, BestHP2P, BestMS, BestHMS) and times
used to make the evolution if is used the better solution of the initial population (initialP2P, initialHP2P, initialMS,
initialHMS) or using the solution given by the algorithm (finalP2P, finalHP2P, finalHMS, finalHMS).

The first conclusion to be drawn is that there is a great difference between theoretical time of architectures and
real times obtained after making the distribution. However, MS and HMS architectures time are similar because
they are not penalized external communications.

It is very important pointed how genetic algorithms improve the evolution times of P System on 20%, given better
distributions than the random distributions. And it is expected that with more evolutions of the genetic algorithm,
the time improves even more.

Also it is needed mentioned how some solutions are even better that those theoretically calculated. It is showed
in the P2P architecture for P System of 100 membranes. It is because in the theoretical calculus, rounding is
applied because the processors number and the membranes number in each processor must be an integer, but
in practice there are better solutions that used less processors or membranes on each processor getting better
results.

Regarding to architectures, we see that the HMS architecture is not only better in theory, but there are
distributions that achieve the same time and they need the least time.
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Conclusion
Although, in theoretical studies shown four architectures for membranes distribution, none indicates how
distributions must be done. This paper has shown the validity of genetic algorithms from random distributions,
obtaining better distributions that approximates to optimal time for each architecture presented.
It has been analyzed results on architectures and was obtained that Hierarchical Master-Slave architecture is not
only the best at theoretical level, but also it is easy to make membranes distributions that achieve the theoretical
time; they are the best of the four architectures.
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